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Manage your warehouse operations 
accurately and effortlessly.

www.translutionsoftware.com

At TransLution, we understand that many warehouses are unique, which 
is why we’ve designed our software to be fully configurable. Our software 
allows you to create tailored solutions that precisely address your specific 
warehouse management needs, whether it’s streamlining receiving 
processes, optimizing stock management, or efficiently dispatching stock. 

In addition to tailored solutions, TransLution also offers standard ready-
to-use functionality. This functionality is designed to expedite your 
implementation process and keep your costs in check. It’s a quick, cost-
effective solution that can help you get up and running with minimal time 
and resources. It comes pre-configured with standard functions, labels, 
documents, and reports.
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“Previously we bought a product that was rigid and un-configurable, and we were fast outgrowing 
its limited functionality. We started our journey with TransLution using its standard functionality, 
and as our needs have grown, TransLution has effortlessly adapted and grown alongside us. By 

leveraging TransLution’s significant capabilities we have expanded its use into areas of our business 
that were not initially on our radar.”

Receiving
The key features of TransLution’s Receiving Module are:

• Labelling: Print bin location and stock labels 

• Purchase Order Receiving: Capture stock as it is received and seamlessly 
post to SYSPRO to create the GRN. 

• Goods in Transit: Create and receive GITs, keeping SYSPRO up to date at 
every step of the way.

Stock Management
The key features of TransLution’s Stock Management Module are:

• Movements: Effortlessly perform put aways, bin transfers, 
warehouse transfers and goods in transit.

• Adjustments: Process up adjustments, down adjustments, 
inventory receipts and expense issues.

• Stock Take: Perform stock take on a handheld device and 
update SYSPRO’s stock take file as you count. 

• Cycle Count: Simply count stock in bins and update SYSPRO 
with any variances found.

• Sales Order Picking: Print pick slips, pick sales orders and 
manage dispatch notes.



 “TransLution has transformed our business. Our ROI for the cost of TransLution  
is less than one year.”

“With TransLution we eliminated overtime.”

Pack and Ship
The key features of TransLution’s Pack and Ship 
Module are:

• Packing: Pack, measure and weigh handling 
units. Keep track of your handling units 
and their contents with tracking labels and 
packing slips.

• Checking: Check each picked item against 
the dispatch note to ensure all items are 
dispatched to your customer.

• Loading: Ensure stock is loaded on the 
correct truck to the correct customer by 
managing your loads with TransLution.
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